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Inferring intra-cellular mechanics using geometric metamorphosis:A
preliminary study*

Jagir R. Hussan1 and Peter J. Hunter2

Abstract— Mechanotransduction plays an important role in
sub-cellular processes and is an active area of research. De-
termining the forces/strains that the intra-cellular structures
experience is vital for developing quantitative models of cel-
lular behavior. Established techniques such as traction force
microscopy, digital image correlation etc. track surface forces
and kinematics of intra-cellular structures. However, difficulties
arise when cells cannot be seeded on micro-patterned substrates
or the intra-cellular structures vary (unstable landmarks). Here,
we applied geometric metamorphosis, a global image registra-
tion method, to determine the kinematic profile of a cell during
cell division. The method does not require stable landmarks,
the registration is non-local in nature and constraints such
as volume conservation can be enforced. The cell wall was
tracked over time and a sequence of transformations relating
the cell wall at the start of cytokinesis to the configuration
prior to the daughters completely separate was determined.
These transformations are associated with a scalar metric
and a statistical atlas describing the wall kinematics from
multiple tracking’s of the wall shape is constructed. Using these
transformations, the cellular kinematics can be described using
a Lagrangian frame of reference and the evolution of a material
point property can be easily modeled. To demonstrate this, we
use the kinematic data derived from the atlas along with a
model of stress-fiber (de)formation dynamics to simulate the
stress-fiber configuration as the cell domain deforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biological cells contain structures like the extracellular
matrix, focal adhesion complexes and lipid bilayers etc. that
sense mechanical stimuli. The stimuli is then transduced
through numerous proteins like integrins, Rho kinase, focal
adhesion kinase, MAP kinase, etc. to regulatory networks and
mediate various cellular responses. Advances in molecular
biology have provided us with a wealth of information on
molecular networks and biochemical events that give raise
to known cellular behavior. Mechanobiology is expected
to complement this information by elucidating the role of
mechanical stimuli on these networks and biochemical pro-
cesses. Fundamental to resolving the mechano-biochemical
interactions is the determination of the local force/strain
active in the reaction domain. For instance, the action of
the local force may change the conformation/accessibility of
proteins and therefore the local reaction dynamics.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM), micropipette aspiration,
and parallel plate devices have been used to estimate cellular
forces through various forms of translated movement or
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deflection [1], [2]. These approaches require direct phys-
ical contact with isolated cells. Optical methods [3], on
the other hand rely on the software-assisted correlation of
captured images to track changes in position of visible
cell morphology. They directly track sub-cellular activity
by entirely noncontact means either through fluorescently
labeled molecules or simple fiduciary particles on or within
cells [4], [5], [6].

We are interested in tracking cells that undergo large
deformations, for instance cells undergoing cell division etc.
in the absence of fluorescently labeled molecules (when
photo-toxicity needs to be eliminated under long duration
observations) and unstable landmarks (that move out of the
imaging plane due to cellular movement or morphological
activity). The computer method should primarily rely on the
description of the cell boundary (cell wall and interfaces of
discernible intra-cellular structures that remain intact during
the deformation) kinematics over the course of the observa-
tion. Recent applications of level-set and image processing
based cell tracking methods [7], [8], further motivate the need
for the development of method that could provide insight
into the intra-cellular mechanics based on the boundary
kinematics.

In this paper we use geometric metamorphosis to infer
the intra-cellular kinematics based on the cell boundary
kinematics.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Geometric metamorphosis

Geometric metamorphosis enables diffeomorphic pattern
matching in a completely metric framework and has been
widely used to compare images through an optimal non-
rigid alignment (determined from the space of diffeomor-
phisms) of the images based on (1) the conservation of
photometric cues and (2) the optimal alignment of selected
features/fiduciary markers (template). Following [9],

Definition 1: A metamorphosis is a pair of curves
(gt, ηt) ∈ G × N parameterized by time t ∈ [0, 1], with
g0 = I. Its image is the curve nt ∈ N defined by the
action nt = gt · ηt. The quantities gt and ηt are called the
deformation part and template part of the metamorphosis,
respectively. When ηt is constant, the metamorphosis is said
to be a pure deformation. In the general case, the image is
a combination of a deformation and template variation.
The idea is summarized in Figure 1.

Assuming
1) G is a group of diffeomorphisms over some open

subset Ω ⊂ Rd and that elements of G can be obtained



Fig. 1. Schematic of Geometric Metamorphosis. Shape I0 and In are
related by a global deformation gt and a template deformation ηt relating
known shape change of fiduciary markers (s0,n, r0,n).

as flows associated to ordinary differential equations of
the form ġt = ut ◦ gt.

2) ut = ġtg
−1
t belongs, at all times, to a Hilbert space g

of vector fields on Ω with the condition∫ 1

0

‖ut‖2g dt <∞.

The curve gt is obtained from the velocity vector field ut,
determined by the minimization of [9]

E (u, n) =

∫ 1

0

‖ut‖2g dt+
1

σ2

∫ 1

0

‖ṅt − utnt‖2N dt.

The interested reader is referred to [10], [11] for a detailed
exposition.

Essentially, the velocity vector field carries a known ge-
ometry through a sequence of geometries representing its
evolution. The corresponding transformations (obtained by
integrating the velocity vector field over the time interval of
interest) are smooth and invertible. It preserves the smooth-
ness of structures (like curves and surfaces) and coordinates
are transformed consistently.

Further, the transformations are associated with a scalar
distance metric in the space of transformations. This property
enables the construction of a statistical atlas for the shape
evolution based on multiple non-unique tracking’s of the cell
wall shape evolution. The velocity vector field of the atlas
can then used to determine the local strain field.

B. Strain and intra-cellular processes

Mechanical forces are sensed and manipulated by cells and
determine the final form of an organism through processes
of mechanotransduction that affect their shape, growth, mi-
gration and death. The same biochemical components will
elucidate different effects on cells when the mechanical
properties of their environment are altered. Fundamental
to these processes are stress-fibers formed by actin and
myosin chains, and mechanosensors that respond to counter-
forces from the cellular matrix or other cells. A quasi-steady
state in cellular tension is maintained through actomyosin
contractility which enables cells to maintain their shape and
prestress in a tissue.

The lifecycle of many intra-cellular structures like stress-
fibers depend on the stress they experience and local bio-
chemical cues [12]. Stress-fiber density and dynamics may

be traced using fluorescence microscopy, it could also be
inferred using a model based approach that connects the
kinematics (strain) to the kinetics (stress) to the biochemistry
(reactions). For instance, the model of Deshpande et al[13]
models the local stress and the stress-fiber density based on
the local strain and a single parameter description of the local
biochemical state. Briefly, the normalized stress acting on a
stress-fiber is given by

σ

σ0
=


0

1 + k̄v
η

(
ε̇
ε̇0

)
1

ε̇
ε̇0
< − η

k̄v

− η
k̄v
≤ ε̇

ε̇0
≤ 0

ε̇
ε̇0
> 0

, (1)

where σ is the stress in stress-fiber, ε̇ is the strain rate, k̄v is
the reduction in stress with increase in ε̇, η is the activation
level of the stress-fiber. σ0 is the isometric tension and ε̇0 is
the reference strain rate. The activation level is governed by

dη

dt
= (1− η)

Ck̄f
θ
−
(

1− σ

σ0

)
ηk̄b
θ
, (2)

here k̄f and k̄b are the stress-fiber formation and decay rates.
θ the decay constant and C is the biochemical cue for the
fiber formation.

Connecting the model based estimation to experimen-
tal estimates opens up possibilities to infer the signal-
ing/biochemical processes that are active in the cells. He we
connect the model of [13] to a mechanically deforming cell
based on the kinematics estimated using geometric meta-
morphosis and simulate the stress-fiber distribution within
the cell.

III. METHOD

A. Data

We manually segmented the cell wall boundary from
images of Dictyostelium undergoing cytokinesis. The data
provided in [14, Movie 4] is used. Frames from the start of
cytokinesis until before the daughters cleave were segmented.
This is to ensure that the wall deformation can be described
using diffeomorphisms. Diffeomorphisms do not allow topo-
logical changes as they are smooth and invertible. Sequences
of images describing the cell wall’s evolution during cytoki-
nesis was determined by segmenting the images multiple
times. The wall boundary was smoothed to remove rapid
variations (due to the filopodia). Figure 2, shows a sample
segmentation of the cell at various points of cytokinesis.

B. Cell wall deformation atlas

The time at which each cell wall boundary was extracted
was normalized to fall within the interval [0, 1]. The im-
ages where then binarized such that all the pixels outside
the cell wall where set to 0 and those within the cell
wall were set to 1 as shown in Figure 2. In the figure
the binary image pixels has been inverted and rescaled
(0→ 255, 1→ 0) for visualization. Using the opensource
toolkit CalaTK (http://www.calatk.org/) we constructed the
longitudinal atlas. The transformation information was ex-
tracted from the longitudinal atlas for the population.



Fig. 2. Segmented regions of cell undergoing cytokinesis. The initial and
the final frames are shown at times 0 and 62 s.

C. Deformation tensor and Cauchy strain tensor

Material points of interest from the initial image are trans-
ported using the longitudinal atlas maps. The Deformation
tensor, F , can be easily calculated from the transported
coordinates and the right Cauchy Green tensor was calculated
as E = 1

2

(
FTF − I

)
. The strain rate was calculated using

finite differences.

D. Stress-fiber density model

The cell domain at time 0 was meshed using DistMesh
[15]. A total of 8352 triangular elements covered this do-
main. At each non-boundary vertex we created a stress-fiber
anchor point where stress-fibers evolution along 8 directions
was tracked using Eqs. (1) and (2). Note that the ability to
model the cell domain in a Lagrangian frame of reference
greatly simplifies the placement of stress-fiber anchor points.
In an non-Lagrangian frame, the anchor point motion needs
to be modeled and the state variables (density, activation
level, biochemical cue) need to be appropriately carried with
the point.

The stress-fiber anchor points at time 0 and the principle
strain at time 62 sec are shown in Figure 3(a). The points
on the boundary of the cell domain at time 0 are labeled
blue and do not have any stress-fibers associated. The kinetic
parameters provided in [13] is used along with the strain
data determined from the velocity vector field. The stress-
fiber density and activation level at time 0 was set to 1.0
for all fibers. A detailed model of the biochemical reactions
that occur during Dictyostelium cytokinesis is not available
nor could the value of C be determined from published lit-
erature/data. For purposes of demonstration, the biochemical
cue was set to a constant, 0.5, through cytokinesis. This is
an artificial condition, however it allows one to determine
the effect of strain rate alone on the stress-fiber density and
compare against the case where there is no strain change.

E. Results

The stress-fiber density in the cellular domain for the
kinematics based computed strain rate vs zero strain rate
are plotted in Figure 3(b) & (c) respectively. Given that

C is constant and this is an artificial constraint, no bio-
physical analysis is attempted. We observe that, the stress-
fiber density distribution is nonlinear for the model using
the computed strain rate. Whereas, the stress-fiber density is
uniform when the strain rate is zero i.e. when the mechanical
state plays no role the stress-fiber dynamics is insensitive to
the deformation. This is consistent with Eq. (2) as small
strain rates results in σ

σ0
< 1 which increases stress-fiber

deformation, where as stress-fibers subject to high strain rates
( σσ0

= 1) do not disassociate.

IV. DISCUSSION

Elucidating the role of mechanical events in cellular
response is crucial to improving our understanding of bi-
ological systems. Most published techniques for tracking
cellular forces/strains rely on the ability to seed cells on
sensory platforms or use fluorescently labeled molecules.
Despite their superiority, such techniques are limited in their
applicability when cells cannot be seeded or molecules of
interest cannot be labeled. Purely image based techniques
estimate of kinematics is local and not suitable to situations
where the landmarks are unstable. We investigated whether
we could determine the kinematics of cell structures based
on discernible structures with varying levels of stability and
explicit user input in the form of templates. Our approach
is motivated by the availability of high resolution imaging
techniques like con-focal microscopy, micro-CT etc. using
which such structures could be determined through image
processing techniques.

Here, we determined the kinematics of a cell undergoing
cytokinesis using geometric metamorphosis. The cell wall
shape was tracked through cytokinesis and an atlas based
on the shape data was constructed. The atlas enabled us to
easily determine the kinematics as a velocity vector field.
The cell wall shape evolution process was modeled as the
action of sequence of transformations on the initial cell wall
shape. The transformations allowed the evolving domain to
be modeled using the Lagrangian formulation of motion. The
Lagrangian framework allowed us to define various fields
(the stress-fiber density field and the biochemical cue C) on
the initial domain and track them with ease as the domain
evolves.

A key strength of using geometric metamorphosis is the
ease with which an atlas can be created from kinematic
descriptions. These descriptions could be based on the
kinematics exhibited by a group of cells or from multiple
trackings (by different observers) of the kinematics of the
same system of cell(s). The velocity field of the atlas can then
be used to characterize the evolution of the cell/segmentation
cohort.

The distance metric associated with each transformation
allows for the determination of outlier shapes and to clas-
sify kinematics profiles across different cell phenotypes.
The latter is useful in analyzing the kinematic differences
among cells originating from a common ancestor via cellular-
differentiation.



(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. (a) Distribution of Stress-fiber over the cell domain at time 0, each non-boundary point has eight stress-fibers. The boundary points are labeled
blue and do not have stress-fibers. stress-fiber density distribution when (b) model uses strain rate (c) model does not use the rate information.

These attributes make geometric metamorphosis a promis-
ing method to study mechanical interactions within cells in
conjunction with appropriate biophysical models. However, a
range of tests covering different types of large deformations,
cell shapes, template evolution etc. must be conducted and
this is a subject of ongoing research.

Template evolution can be bootstrapped to
mechnosensitive-protein density measurements or to
intra-cellular structural models like the ones discussed in
[16], to estimate purely mechanical influences in the cell
behavior. With the biochemical cue, C, as another free
parameter we envisage an inference method to generate
potential mechano-biochemical configurations which may
be used to setup experiments and iteratively improve the
model and resolve interactions.

Such coupled inference methods offer significant compu-
tational and modeling challenges. The proposed approach
compliments existing techniques and opens rich avenues for
future research.
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